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ON THE EXTENSION PROPERTY
OF MEASURABLE SPACES

WiODZIMIERZ BZYL AND ADAM MYSIOR

ABSTRACT. We prove that a metrizable measurable space has the extension

property if and only if it is isomorphic to a Borel subset of the real line. It

follows, in particular, that (R, P(R)) does not have the extension property.

Both results answer the questions raised by R. M. Shortt.

1. Introduction. A measurable space is a pair (X, X), where X is a nonempty

set and X is a tr-field of subsets of X. A measurable space (A, A) is a subspace

of a measurable space (X, X) provided that AC I and A = {A n B: B G X}.

For measurable spaces (X, X) and (Y,y) a function f:X —» Y is measurable if

f~1(C)eX îor any Cey.
Recently, R. M. Shortt introduced in [S] the notion of the extension property of

measurable spaces. Namely, a measurable space (Y, If) is said to have the extension

property if for every measurable space (X, X) and every subspace (A, A) of (X, X),

each measurable function /: A —* Y may be extended to a measurable function

f:X->Y.
The purpose of this paper is to reduce the possible number of spaces which have

the extension property. We prove the following

THEOREM 1. Let (Y,y) be o measurable space. If there exists a metric on Y

such that the associated Borel o-field is a proper subfamily of y, then (Y,y) does

not have the extension property.

This theorem yields, in particular, the following corollary which answers a ques-

tion raised in [S].

_
COROLLARY.   (R, P(R)) does not have the extension property.

A measurable space (Y,y) is called separated if for every two distinct points of

Y there exists a set in y which contains one of them but not the other. R. M.

Shortt proved in [S] that a countably generated and separated measurable space

has the extension property if and only if it is a standard space, i.e. it is isomorphic

to a Borel subset of the real line.

Let a measurable space (Y,y) be metrizable (submetrizable) provided that there

exists a metric on Y such that 1/ is (resp. contains) the associated <T-field of Borel

sets. Observe that

countable generated and separated => metrizable => submetrizable => separated.
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R. M. Shortt raised in [S] the problem how to decide which spaces among metriz-

able ones do have the extension property. We settle this for the wider class of

submetrizable spaces by proving the following

THEOREM 2. Among submetrizable measurable spaces those having the exten-

sion property are precisely the standard spaces.

COROLLARY. Among metrizable measurable spaces those having the extension

property are precisely the standard spaces.

The analogous reduction within the class of all separated measurable spaces does

not hold. We conclude the paper with an example of a cr-field 1/onR such that

(R, y) has the extension property, y contains singletons and yet (R, ]/) is not a

standard space.

2. Key lemmas. Our theorems are based on the following two lemmas.

LEMMA 1. If a measurable space (Y,y) has the extension property, then for

every Polish space Z and for every measurable function g:Y —> Z the image g(Y)

is an analytic subset of Z.

PROOF. Assume that a measurable space (Y, I/) has the extension property. Let

Z be an arbitrary Polish space and g: Y —» Z be an arbitrary measurable function.

We prove that g(Y) is an analytic subset of Z.

For every A e y denote by SA the subset of 2P^Y^ consisting of the all function

s:P(Y) —> {0,1} such that s(A) = 1. Consider a measurable space (2p(Y\ By),

where By is a cr-field generated by {SA:Aey}.

Observe at first that there exists a measurable function j from 2p(Y^ onto Y.

Indeed the generalized Marczewski function i: Y —> 2P(-Y\ defined by i(y)(A) — 1 if

y G A and i(y)(A) = 0 if y ^ A, is a measurable isomorphism of Y and i(Y). Since

the measurable space (Y,y) has the extension property, the measurable function

i~l from i(Y) onto Y has some measurable extension j from 2P^Y^ onto Y.

Consider now the measurable function g o j: 2/P(y) —► Z. Observe that g(Y) =

g o j(2p(Y^). Since the tr-field of all Borel subsets of Z is countably generated, the

function g o j is measurable with respect to some countably generated sub-cr-field

of By. It follows that there exists a countable family C Ç y such that g o j is

measurable with respect to the cr-field generated by {SA:A G C}. The subspace

C = {s G 2P(-Y">: s(A) = 0 for A <£ C} of 2P(-Y'> is isomorphic with the Cantor set.

Since g o j depends only on coordinates indexed by the members of C, we have

go j(2p(Y^) = goj(C) and therefore g(Y) is an analytic subset of Z.

A subfamily J of a family of 1/ is called y-additive provided that (J To G ¿/ for

every 70 Q 7.

LEMMA 2. If a measurable space (Y,y) has the extension property then every

disjoint y-additive subfamily of y is countable.

PROOF. Assume on the contrary that there exists a disjoint uncountable l/-

additive subfamily J of y. Clearly, we may assume that J covers Y and has

cardinality Ni. Choose on the real line a nonanalytic subset T with cardinality

Ki. Since the partition J is ¿/-additive, the function g:Y —> R which sends in

one-to-one manner all members of 7 onto the points of T is measurable. On the

other hand g(Y) — T, which contradicts Lemma 1.
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REMARK. If a measurable space (Y,y) has the extension property, then every

disjoint subfamily of 1/ has cardinality < 2H°. Indeed, by the proof of Lemma

1 there exists a measurable function j from (2p(Y\By) onto (Y,y). It suffices

therefore to observe that every disjoint subfamily of By has cardinality < 2H°.

This follows however from the fact that each member of By depends on countably

many coordinates and from the Erdös-Rado intersection theorem (cf. [D] with a —

2, b = N0 or [J, Appendix 2]).

3. Proofs of the theorems.

PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Assume that (Y,y) has the extension property. Let

B Q y be a cr-field of Borel sets with respect to some metric ¿on F. We prove

that B = y.
Observe that the metric space (V, d) has to be separable. Otherwise, it would

contain an uncountable discrete closed subset which implies that 1/ would have an

uncountable ¿/-additive subfamily of singletons and this contradicts Lemma 2. We

may therefore assume that the measurable space (Y,B) is a subspace of some Polish

space (Z, Z). To prove that B = y it suffices to show that A G S for every A G y

with 4> ̂  A ^ Y. Choose a point yo G A and define the function g: Y —> Z by

letting g(y) = y if y G A and g(y) = yo if y G Y\A. It is easy to check that g is a

measurable function from (Y,y) to (Z, Z) and g(Y) = A. Hence, following Lemma

1, A is an analytic subset of Z. By the same argument, Y\A is an analytic subset

of Z. By the Luzin Separation Theorem [K, §39.111] there exists a Borel subset B

of Z such that A Ç B and B n (Y\A) = 0. Hence A = B n Y G B which ends the

proof.

PROOF OF THEOREM 2. Let (Y,y) be a submetrizable measurable space which

has the extension property. We prove that (Y,y) is a standard space.

By the assumption there exists a metric d on Y such that B Ç y, where S is a cr-

field of all Borel sets with respect to d. Theorem 1 implies that B = y ■ Analogously

as in the previous proof the metric space (Y, d) has to be separable. Hence y is

countably generated and by Shortt's theorem mentioned in the Introduction, (Y, I/)

is a standard space.

4. Example. Let B be the cr-field of all Borel subsets of [0, oo). For every

B G B put —B = {—r: r G B} and consider the cr-field 1/ of subsets of R generated

by the family {r: r G R}ö{-BöB: B G B}. We show that (R, I/) has the extension

property. Observe that 1/ contains points but is not countably generated. Hence

(R, y) is separated but is not a standard space.

Let (A, A) be a subspace of some measurable space (X, X) and let / be a mea-

surable function from (A, A) to (R, I/). We are to find a measurable extension / of

/ onto (X, X). Observe that the absolute value |/| is a measurable function from

(A, A) to ([0,oo),S). Since ([0, oo),S) is a standard space, the function |/| has

some measurable extension |/| onto (X, X). For every r G [0, oo) pick a set Er G X

such that f~l(r) = AC\Er. Now define f:X -> R by letting f(x) = r if \f\(x) = r

and x G Er, and f(x) = —r if |/|(x) = r and x ^ Er. It is easy to see that such an /

extends /. To show that / is a measurable function from (X, X) to (R, I/) it suffices

to check that /_1(r) equals \f\    (r) n Er, \f\    (\r\)\Er or j/j    (0) depending on

whether r < 0, r > 0, or r = 0 and that f~l(-B U B) = \f\    (B).
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